
1. Spiritual - Make a connection with
Nature in a place you hold sacred.  It can
be a beach, a garden, or a religious 
institution.  Find and appreciate some-
thing greater than yourself. 

2. Intellectual - Constantly challenge
your mind and surround yourself with
smart people.  Bring play into your day
while focusing energy and time doing
something to stimulate your mind.

3. Family - Family is not solely defined
by blood.  Some of our strongest 
relationships are chosen.  Carve out time
to spend & engage with your loved ones
on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis.

4. Physical/Wellness - Wellness is a
lifelong process that requires an invest-
ment of time and energy.   Finding an 
accountability partner will always ensure
your greatest success. 

5. Social/Emotional - Seek out people
and environments which resonate with
positive energy and are congruent with
your core values.  Choose to volunteer
for a cause in which you believe. 

6. Financial - You have to be the person
you want to be in order to do the things
you want to do.  Create a yearly budget
and live according to it.  Start saving
money every week.  

7. Professional - Love and be passion-
ate about what you do and surround
yourself with successful people.  Define
your core values and live and work in 
accordance to them.  

here has never been a better time 
to be a “woman on the move”.  
Similarly, there will never be a better

time to consider the basis for making such
moves as right now.  Pursuing roles which 
resonate closest with your core values will 
always yield greater satisfaction than roles 
chosen solely for money or title.  Discovering
and pursuing your core values will give you the
greatest sense of fulfillment, not only at work,
but in every facet of your life as well.  

I refer to the process of defining and articulating
your core values as Scribing your LifeBook.  You
will need to dedicate time and energy 
upfront to identify and refine your core values; it
is a process that takes time.  This process is
one of the most profound exercises and richest
investments you can make in your life; it is 
also one of the most rewarding.  Ultimately, 
your goal is to successfully integrate these 
values into every aspect of your life.  Investing
time in yourself to create a LifeBook will be the difference between living life reactively, 
responding to things that happen to you, as a opposed to proactively, where you are making

things happen for yourself.

{ Your LifeBook is the story of your life. }

It is the foundation upon which every successful day is built and the contentment which ensures
every peaceful night’s sleep.  It is the collection of moments and memories that flash before 
your eyes just before you die.   It is the legacy you leave behind.   Ultimately, it will be the story
told and retold by your grandchildren in fond memory.  What story are you currently telling?  
Is your story one you will be proud to read when you are old? Is it a story you will be proud to
have read when you are gone?  Actively maintaining a LifeBook will give your life greater clarity,
purpose and fulfillment.

Your LifeBook can be divided up into 7 key areas that form the foundation of who you are and
how you will be remembered.  The amount of time and attention you spend nurturing and tending
to these 7 areas will directly affect the breadth and scope of each of these chapters in your life. 

If you feel contentment with your life in each of these areas, you deserve to be congratulated!  If
however, you find that you are willing and interested in developing certain areas of your life, then
I encourage you to actively participate and play all out.  Select one to three goals in each of the
seven areas and begin defining the process of living a life well lived.  A goal can be as simple as
saving $25 per week (always start with something achievable).  As with all
things in life, the level at which you engage is proportional to the success
you will enjoy!!! 

Dr. Rob Coombs DC specializes in A.R.T., Webster Breech Technique, 
Pregnancy, Infants, Children and Family Wellness Care.  
His office can be reached at 732-899-9600.

Coombs Chiropractic, 2424 Bridge Ave.,Pt. Pleasant, NJ 08742
web: www.coombschiropractic.com

e-mail: drrob@coombschiropractic.com
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